GO! Qube 6"
Stained Glass Quilt
Finished Size: 42½" x 48½"

For use with GO! Qube™ Mix & Match
6" Block (55775)
Fabrics are from Timeless Treasure’s
Studio Basics Collection

To make a 6" Block use GO! Qube Mix & Match 6" Block (55775)
• GO! Square-2" (1½" Finished) (Shape 2)
• GO! Quarter Square Triangle-3" Finished Square (Shape 4)
Additional Dies Needed:
• GO! Triangles in Square-3” Finished (55027)
• GO! Strip Cutter-2¼" (1¾" Finished) (55053)
NOTE: Refer to the individual block instructions to make a total of 28 Propeller and 28 Jester Blocks, paying
special attention to color placement.

Cutting Directions:
Fabric
Shape & #
Color
Light Green
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4

Number of Shapes to Cut

Fabric Required

Cut 2, 4¾" x width of fabric (WOF) strips.
Fanfold into 4¾" widths and cut 64 quarter
square triangles (QST).

7/8 yard
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Fabric
Shape & #
Color
Light Green
55027
Light Green
Medium
Green
Medium
Green
Dark Green
Dark Green

Light Pink

2
4
55027
4

2
4

Number of Shapes to Cut

Fabric Required

Cut 3, 4½" x WOF strips. Fanfold into 6½"
widths and cut 32 center triangles.

Yardage included
above

Cut 2, 4½” squares from remaining yardage.
Lay on die and sub-cut 8 squares.

Yardage included
above
1¼ yards
(includes ½ yard
for binding)
Yardage included
above

Cut 2, 4¾" x WOF strips. Fanfold into 4¾"
widths and cut 64 QST’s.
Cut 3, 4½" x WOF strips. Fanfold into 6½"
widths and cut 32 center triangles.
Cut 2, 4¾" x WOF strips. Fanfold into 4¾"
widths and cut 64 QST’s.

½ yard

Cut 2, 4½” squares from remaining yardage.
Lay on die and sub-cut 8 squares.
Cut 1, 4¾" x WOF strip. Fanfold into 4¾"
widths and cut 32 QST’s.

Yardage included
above
½ yard
Yardage included
above
½ yard

Yardage included
above

Light Pink

55027

Medium Pink

4

Cut 2, 4½" x WOF strips. Fanfold into 6½"
widths and cut 16 center triangles.
Cut 1, 4¾" x WOF strip. Fanfold into 4¾"
widths and cut 32 QST’s.

55027

Cut 2, 4½" x WOF strips. Fanfold into 6½"
widths and cut 16 center triangles.

¼ yard

Dark Pink

4

Cut 1, 4¾" x WOF strip. Fanfold into 4¾"
widths and cut 32 QST’s.

Light Yellow

2

½ yard

Light Yellow

55027

Light Yellow

4

Cut 2, 4½” x WOF strips. Fanfold into 4½"
widths and cut 32 squares.
Cut 1, 4½" x WOF strip. Fanfold into 6½"
widths and cut 8 center triangles.
Cut 1, 4¾" x WOF strip. Fanfold into 4¾"
widths and cut 16 QST’s.

Medium Pink
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Yardage included
above
Yardage included
above
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Fabric
Color
OrangeYellow
OrangeYellow
OrangeYellow
GoldenBrown
GoldenBrown

Shape & #

4
2
55027

Number of Shapes to Cut

Fabric Required

Cut 1, 4¾" x WOF strip. Fanfold into 4¾"
widths and cut 16 QST’s.
From remainder of strip, cut 4, 4½" squares
and then sub cut into 16 squares.
Cut 1, 4½" x WOF strip. Fanfold into 6½"
widths and cut 8 center triangles.

3/8 yard

Yardage included
above
Yardage included
above
3/8 yard

4

Cut 1, 4¾" x WOF strip. Fanfold into 4¾"
widths and cut 16 QST’s.

2

From remaining yardage, cut 12, 4½"
squares and then sub cut into 48 squares.

Yardage included
above

Cut 4, 6¾" x WOF strips. Fanfold into 4½"
widths and place fabric right sides up and
cut 56 side triangles, then place remaining
fabric wrong sides up and cut 56 side
triangles.
Cut 4, 6¾" x WOF strips. Fanfold into 4½"
widths and place fabric right sides up and
cut 56 side triangles, then place remaining
fabric wrong sides up and cut 56 side
triangles.

7/8 yard

Ivory/White

55027

Cream

55027

7/8 yard

Additional Cutting Directions:
• Medium Green
o Cut 5 strips using GO! Strip Cutter-2¼" (1¾" Finished) (55053) for binding
Additional Fabric/Notions Needed:
• Backing: 2¾ yards
• Batting: 50" x 56"
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Sewing Directions:
Press all seams open and use ¼” seams, unless otherwise indicated.

Propeller Block
1. For each yellow block: Select two light green and two dark green squares, and four
light yellow, four orange-yellow and four golden-brown quarter square triangles (QSTs).
For each pink block: Select two orange-yellow and two golden-brown squares, and four
light pink, four medium pink and four dark pink QSTs.
For each green block: Select two light yellow and two golden-brown squares, and four
light green, four medium green and four dark green QSTs.
2. Arrange the small squares and QSTs as shown in the block diagram, referring to the
quilt assembly for placement of the light, medium and dark QST patches, and orienting
the center four-patches as desired.
3. Join the four small squares together along adjacent edges to make a four-patch center
unit. Press the seams open.
4. Sew the long edge of one QST to each side of the center unit. Press the seams away
from the center unit.
5. Sew the remaining pairs of QSTs together along one short edge to make four corner
units. Press the seams open.
6. Join one corner unit to each
side of the center unit,
matching the seam line of the
corner unit with the corner of
the square. Press the seams
away from the center unit.
7. Make four yellow, eight pink,
and sixteen green Propeller
Blocks.
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Jester Block
1. For each yellow block: Select two light yellow and two yellow-orange center triangles,
and four ivory/white and four cream side triangles.
For each pink block: Select two light pink and two medium pink center triangles, and
four ivory/white and four cream side triangles.
For each green block: Select two light green and two medium green center triangles,
four ivory/white and four cream side triangles.
2. Arrange the center and side triangles as shown in the block diagram, referring to the
quilt assembly for color placement.
3. Aligning notched points, join one side triangle to each side of a center triangle. Press
the seams toward the side triangles. Make four triangles in a square (TIS) for each
Jester Block.
4. Referring to the quilt assembly diagram, arrange the four TIS in two rows of two TIS
each. Place each unit so that the points of the color triangles will meet.
5. Join the
together
edges.
open.
together.
open.

TIS in each row
along adjacent
Press the seams
Join the rows
Press the seams

6. Make four yellow, eight pink,
and sixteen green Jester
Blocks.
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Assemble the Quilt Top
1. Referring to the Quilt Assembly Diagram for placement, arrange the Propeller and
Jester Blocks into eight rows of seven blocks each. Take care to orient each block
correctly, so that the fabrics of the center triangles of the Jester Blocks and QSTs of
the Propeller Blocks match.
2. Sew the blocks in each row together. Press the seams open. Sew the rows together
and press the seams open.
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Quilting and Finishing:
1. Cut the backing into two equal lengths. Trim the selvedges from each long edge, and
join the two backing pieces together along one long edge. Press the seam open.
2. Layer the batting between the quilt top and backing, with the wrong sides facing the
batting. Pin or baste the layers together. Quilt as desired.
3. Trim the batting and backing even with the quilt top edges.
4. Sew the binding strips
together along the short
ends, using either straight
or diagonal seams. Press
the strip in half lengthwise,
with wrong sides together.
Stitch the binding to the
quilt front, matching raw
edges
and
mitering
corners. Fold the binding
to the quilt back, encasing
the raw edges. Handstitch
the binding to the quilt
back.
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